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ART TO SAVE THE SEA
This is trash that was found on the beach, picked up, and cleaned by Washed Ashore volunteers. Do you see anything familiar here?
Every item used to create Washed Ashore sculptures was purchased by someone, somewhere and found its way to the ocean.
This is Flash the marlin. In the next slide, count how many items on Flash’s face could be found in your home.
Meet Stella the Sea Horse. She stands 13 feet tall! In the next slide, see how many brushes you can find. What other items do you recognize?
Golf balls, umbrella handles, bottle caps, lighters, flip flops, Crocs, a rubber tennis ball, and chair parts were used to make Rufus the trigger fish. Can you find them all?
Take a closer look...
Every piece of plastic trash used to create Washed Ashore sculptures was purchased by someone, somewhere. What we buy does make a difference! Our choices can change the world.